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1.  Godly example = modeling the Christian life.  Things are caught better than they’re 
taught.  What things do you model for them?  (Gospel Waltz, personal devotions, 
lifestyle of glorifying God (1 Cor 10:31), church involvement, thankfulness, trust... In 
short, everything!)

Remember to 
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Enjoy the good gifts that God gives while celebrating the Giver of those gifts.  You 
don’t have to let God’s gifts “compete” with God.  It’s not necessarily God or video 
games, God or enjoying this sport/activity, etc.  Rather, we worship God in those 
things, through those things by worshiping him for providing them (and all our 
circumstances).  
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The Error:
Segments life into disconnected categories.
Leads to an irrelevant faith.
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“… seeking first the kingdom of God will not mean that we ignore daily matters so we 

may focus exclusively upon him, but it will mean that in every area of life we 
passionately strive to honor God.”  (Michael Wittmer, Heaven Is a Place on Earth)

“Consider a new set of priorities for life:  God.  That’s it.  There is no number two or 
number three or number four.  In living out a commitment to that priority, we must 

make Him an integrated part of everything we do—family, self, and work.  He 
becomes the center of the flow and the source of alignment of all the parts of our 

lives.”  (John Maxwell)
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Mission—We’ll have a lesson on ”Making Missional Discipleship” later.  

Hospitality—Do it regularly and cast vision and train your kids to engage.  Coach them 
on how to ask questions, etc.
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Why To’s—Cast vision why you do what you do and why you want them to do what 
they do (e.g., go to worship, youth group, Bible reading, etc.).  They need to 
understand the rationale behind it, not just get dragged along to all the things you’re 
doing.  

Deut 6 (after the Shema)—20 In the future, when your son asks you, “What is the 
meaning of the stipulations, decrees and laws the LORD our God has commanded 
you?” 21 tell him: “We were slaves of Pharaoh in Egypt, but the LORD brought us out of 
Egypt with a mighty hand. 22 Before our eyes the LORD sent signs and wonders—great 
and terrible—on Egypt and Pharaoh and his whole household. 23 But he brought us 
out from there to bring us in and give us the land he promised on oath to our 
ancestors. 24 The LORD commanded us to obey all these decrees and to fear the LORD
our God, so that we might always prosper and be kept alive, as is the case today. 
25 And if we are careful to obey all this law before the LORD our God, as he has 
commanded us, that will be our righteousness.”
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Spiritual growth is not mechanical!  God has to show up!  

He uses our efforts and he works in and through us, but there is a spiritual dynamic at 
work in every person’s heart that is more than a checklist of doing the right things or 
following the right method/model.  We have to be on our knees crying out to God for 
our kids!  
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Means of grace:  Word, prayer, fellowship (prioritize youth group, worship, small 
groups, etc.), mission, worship, etc.  
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